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)

INTRODUCTION
)

On October 2, 1981, Applicants received

Inte rvenors, Carstens, et al.'s ("Intervenors") Proposed

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (" Findings"). These

Findings are based on Intervenors' interpretation of the

evidence introduced at the geology and seismology portion of

the operating license hearings for SONGS 2 & 3 held by the,

Board from June 22 to Augast 4, 1981.

Intervenors' Findings, as set forth more fully in
)

Applicants' Response following this Introduction, suffer from

an obvious lack of understanding of much cf the evidence.

The Intervenors' direct case, as evidenced by their Findings,
.)

consists largely of untested hypothe.ses and unsupportable

speculations. The rarms "may be", "it is possible that", "it

would be reasonable to postulate" and "it is a tenable

- hypothesis that" appear throughout their Findings. These

same terms were also echoed on nuvarous occasions at the
hearings by Intervenors' witnesses. Intervenors primary

)
shortcoming in all of this is their continual failure to

" temper their estimates of maximums by characterizing them as-

"being realizable during conceivable periods of time" (S.
) Smith, Tr. 1518). As this case demonstrated, in matters

relating to physical happenings in nature essentially
.

anything 13 possible. Such events, however, are not always

)
reasonable. Applicants submit that the record demonstrates,

,
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that Ir.tervenors' Findings, if not impossible, are clearly

improbable to the point of being speculative.

Intervenors also allege throughout their Findings

that Applicants have been negligent in their geologic and

seismic investigations of the SONGS region such that the

regulatory requirements have not been satisfied. This

allegation is totally without merit, both factually and

legally, as evidenced by the record in this case and the D.C.

Circuit Court of Appeals decision in North Anna Environmental

Coalition v. NRC, 533 F.2d 655 (D.C. Cir. 1976) [" North

Anna").

In North Anna, Intervenors attempted to raise the

same arguments as the Intervenors in the present case,

namely, that the geologic investigations of postulated

capable faults and the site in general had been inadequately
performed.1/

ct In holding that the requirements of Appendix A had

been nore than met by the investigations performed by

Applicants, the court stated:

"Neither the Atomic Energy Act nor the
regulations require totally risk-free
siting. The Act requires ' adequate

'

protection to the health and safety of the
public', 42 USC 52252(a)...Iand] the

) regulations call for ' reasonable assurance'

1/ More specifically, Intervenors in North Anna argued that
the " reasonable assurance of safety" test established by

) Commission regulations required the Applicant to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that the North Anna Fault was not capable..

4
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J

and operation without ' undue risk', 10 CFR
) $100.10(c)(1)... Absolute risk-free siting is

similar to other absolute positions and
arguments that have been rejected by the
courts. [ citations omitted]"2/
The court continued:

)
" Appendix A requires a ' reasonable

investigation'. Such was performed in this
case . . . .

' Had the regulations been intended to
) require proof beyond a reasonable doubt we

,

believe it would have aen clearly so i
stated. The language 'without undue risk'
does not preclude some risk. We cannot
conclude from the language used in the
regulations that it was intended the beyond a

) reasonable doubt standard was to be
followed . . .

The standard suggested by the Coalition i

places too great a burden on the applicant
especially in light of the scientific

) precision in seismic studies . ' . .3/.

Inter 7enors in the instant case are attempting to

have an unlawful burden placed on Applicants with regard to
,

the required level of investigation of the SONGS region.

Applicants are under no obligation to investigate improbable

and totally baseless speculations. The geologic and seismic

$ investigations for SONGS 2 & 3 date back to 1969 and have

included field and literature studies of both onshore and
.

; 2/ 533 F.2d at 665.

3/ 533 F.2d at 666-668. Although the Licensing noard
equated " -reasonable assurance" with a " clear preponderance
of the evidence" standard the Court of Appeal agreed with the
Appeal Board finding that it did not need to reach the

) question of what standard applies "becausa no matter how the
'

standard is articulated, it plainly [had] been satisfied in
the [ case at bar]" 533 F.2d at 667.

5
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offshore areas before and after the Construction Permit. The
)

results of these extensive investigations have been

thoroughly reviewed by the NRC Staff and the Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards (" ORS"). Both the Staff and

the ACRS found Applicants' investigations to be more than

adequate. Furthermore, they concluded, as this Board must,

that there is no reason to change the conclusions reached in

the Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG 0712) that M 7 n thes

OZD ic reasonable and conservative, and a Safe Shutdown

Earthquake high-frequency acceleration anchor point of .67g

and design spectrum is acceptable for SONGS 2 & 3 (SER p.

2-68).

)
-

RESPONSE TO INTERVENORS' FIND 1iOS

I.

.
LENGTH OF THE OZD

At the construction permit stage, the United States |
) i

Geological Survey ("USGS") and the NRC staff contended that

the Newport-Inglewood zone and offshore folds and faults*

along the shelf edge, together with the Rose Canyon fault
)

zone, collectively called the Offshore Zone of Deformation

(OZD), constituted a linear zone of deformation extending

from the Santa Monica Mountains to at least Baja California

)
(Applicants' Finding of Fact ["A FF"] #68; Intervenors'

6
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Finding of Fact ("I FF"] #2). They also concidered that this
t

zone would be capable of generating an earthquake that would

be commensurate with the length of the zone (A FF #69, I FF

#3). Frior to the construction permit hearing in 1973, the
<

Applicants stipulated that the USGS/NRC staff model of the

OZD would be used for the seismic design of SONGS 2 & 3 (A FF

#70).
1

For purposes of determining the maximum magnitude

at SONGS 2 & 3, Intervenors take issue with this stipulated

characterization of the OZD. They allege in I FF ##1-39 that
I

the OZD: *

1. Is a single, continuous, through-going fault (I FF

#5);

! 2. Extends landward into Baja California by way of the

Vallecitos and San Miguel fault zones (I FF ## 9,
14, 28, 36, 37; Conclusion of Law D. 3); and

3. Extends seaward into Baj a California by way of the

Agua Blanca fault (I FF ## 29-35; Conclusion of Law

D. 3).

These allegations are unsupported by the record as

detailed below.-

1. OZD as a Single, Continuous, Through-Going Fault

In citing the testimony of Dr. Slemmons

(Tr. 6317:3-13), in support of this allegation (I FF #5)

Intervenors mischaracterize the evidence, ignoring the bulk

of the work by Dr. Slemmons and his basic premise in the

7
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Safety Evaluation Report ("SER"), Appendix E. The OZD is

repeatedly characterized in the SER and testimony of

witnesses for the NRC, USGS and Applicants as a discontinuous

zone divided into three major segments: the NIZD, SCOZD and

the RCFZ. Dr. Slemmons determined a separate maximum

magnitude earthquake for each of these segments, thus

supporting the lack of continuity of the OZD (Slemmons, Tr.

6317, 1. 2-23). Dr. Allen also testified that he does not

support the allegation of a single, well-defined,

through-going fault zone some 240 km long, because of the

branching nature of the OZD, and the lack of evidence for

continuous, recent displacements at the surface (Allen, Tr.

4732, A FF #163,164). Additionally, Greene and Kennedy
) '

define the OZD as a zone, not as a single, continuous fault

(SER, Appendix F, pp. F-6, F-24 (Plate 1)).
Intervenors' witnesses have stated they have made

)
no independent geologic studies in the San Onofre Area (Legg,

,

Tr. 5156:12-13; Brune, Tr. 4207:24-25 to 4208:1-4), and where

they have referred to the geology, including the OZD, have
)
'

relied on data and interpretations in the SER c.'- in reports

by Applicants' consultants (Brune, Tr. 4212:22-25; 4213:1-4;-

4239:20-25). Thus, the Intervenors' Findings regarding the
'

geology of the OZD have no independent factual basis. They

are simply a mischaracterization of the stipulation that was

reached between the parties at the Construction Permit stage
)

8
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|

|. regarding the OZD as the controlling feature for the seismic
)

design of SONGS 2 & 3.

The evidentiary record supports Applicants'

description of the OZD as a zone some 200 km long, composed
)

of a series of discontinous, short, en echelon fault

segments, drag-fold anticlines and synclines (A FF #162).

From north to south, the style of faulting along the OZD
)

progressively changes between its tectonic elements (A FF

##163, 165). Both the Staff and Applicants conclude that the

NIZD is interrupted or terminated at its south end by the San
)

Joaquin Hills Structural High (A FF #74-75; Staff FF #38).

This demonstrates the unlikelihood of a long through-going

rupture occurring along the entire .ength of the OZD.
)

2. Landward Extension of the OZD into Baja California

Applicants have considered and rejected the

possibility of the OZD extending southeastward from San
)

Diego. Field investigations of the most significant faults

in Baja California (A FF #80), as well as literature review

and aerial-photo analysis, demonetrate that there is no

association between the south end of the OZD (i.e., the RCFZ)

and the Vallecitos fault (A FF ##80 and 81).-

Evidence supporting Applicants' position includes:

)
1) Dying out of th'e north end of the Vallecitos

fault (A FF #81);

)

9
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)

2) Extension of geologic features across the
)

pro;,ected trace of the Vallecitos fault (A FF

#81);

3) Lack of any alignment or en echelon character
)

of the Vallecitos with the Rose Canyon fault

(A ZF #82);

4) A theoretical impossibility for connection of
)

the RCFZ, the Vallecitos and San Miguel faults

by a deep linear break in the basement rock

(A FF #85); and

5) A lack of any seismologic reasons to expect an

earthquake to propagate from the RCFZ to the

Vallecitos fault (A FF ##171-174).
)

Intervenors' postulated connection between the

Vallecitos and San Miguel faults la refuted by the results of

Dr. Ehlig's detniled field investigations which indicate not

)
i only a lack of structural relationship between these faults,

but also an absence of significant strike-slip faults across

this part of Baja California (A FF ##86-89).

The Intervenors' allegation that a " Data Void"''

exists between the Rose Canyon and the San Miguel fault zones

is also without merit. This area has been extensively mapped

in reconnaissance-level detail by the Intervenors' witness

Dr. G. Gastil (Gastil, Tr. 5128), and in specific detail by

Dr. P. Ehlig (A FF #480-89). Observations from the mapping

) studies have been reviewed by Applicants and the NRC Staff,

10
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)

and they have concluded that the RCFZ and San Miguel fault

zone are not connected. Thus, no further investigation of

this area is warranted.

3. Seaward Extension of the OZD into Baja California

Applicants have investigated the postulated

extension of the OZD south-southwestward from San Diego
i

seaward to the Agua Blanca fault (A FF ##90-95). Applicants' !)
I

detailed review of data collected by Intervenors' witness

Legg (A FF ##90-98) and Intervenors' Exhibit #32 (CDMG Map

Sheet 42) d monstrate that the Agua Blanca fault extends

offshore northward from Baja California and probably connects

with the Coronado Bank fault far west of San Diego (A FF

#96). It is equally cler.r that there are no major branches

of the Coronado Bank or Agua Blenca faults trending north

toward the San Diego area where the southern end of the OZD

(the RCFZ) is dying out. Thuc, detailed interpretation of

Legg's seismic data by Applicants does not support a

connection between the Agua Blanca-Coronado Bank faults and

the OZD, and Intervenors presented no detailed map to refute

this (A FF ##96, 97, 98).
'

In sum, the OZD has been investigated in detail

sufficient to comply with regulatory requirements and to

demonstrate that it is a discontinuous zone of folds and
.

faults, approximately 200 km in length, extendir'q from Santa

Monica to offshore San Diego.
) y

11
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)

II.

)
ESTIMATING MAXIMUM EARTHQUAKE

ON THE OZD

) In order to assign a maximum magnitude earthquake

for the SONGS site, the Applicants undertook extensive

geologic and seismologic studies of the region around SONGS

) and at the immediate site. They determined that the OZD is

the controlling earthquake source for the site. The

Intervenors apparently concur in that determination (I FF

) ##40, 44, 48, 50, 54, 59 & 60) with the possible exception of

their inference that the Cristianitos Zone of Deformation may

be capable and closer to the site than the OZD (I FF
*

) ##147-178; See Section VI, infra).

The OZD was investigated by Applicants throughout

its length and beyond along postulated extensions into Baja

) California (A FF ##52-71). Applicants utilized three

separate approaches to determine the maximum magnitude

earthquake on the OZD to be M 7s

) 1) Dr. Ehlig evaluated the geologic record

including the nature of the OZD, its slip-rate
.

and tectonic setting (A FF #226);

) 2) Dr. S. Smith evaluated the maximum magnitude

earthquake based on four inter-related
.

seismologic aspects (A FF ##225, 123-138); and

)

12
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)

3) Mr. Heath made an independent assessment
)

relying on the slip-rate / magnitude and other

empirical methods (A FF ##151-157).

In addition to these, Dr. Slemmons (Staff witness)

evaluated the maximum magnitude earthquake on the OZD using

fractional rupture length data from world-wide observations,

and Dr. Leon Reiter (Staff witness) evaluated the maximum
magnitude earthquake on the OZD in terms of fault dimensions

and moment magnitude. Slemmons and Reiter independently

concluded that the maximum earthquake magnitude on the OZD
)

would be on the order of M 7.s

Intervenors allege in FF ##40-66 that assessment of

the maximum magnitude earthquake on the OZD:
) '

1. Should assume rupture along the entire length of

the OZD;

2. Is inappropriately done by Slemmons when applying
)

fractional rupture length; and

3. Should apply mean plus one standard deviation at

several intermediate steps in the analysis leading
)

to assignment of peak ground acceleration ("PGA").
'

As set forth below, evidence introduced by

Applicants and the NRC Staff disprove these allegations.
)

1. Rupture Along Entire Length of OZD

Intervenors interpret the conclusion that the OZD *

is " capable of an earthquake with magnitude to be
) commensurate with the length of the zone" to mean that any

13
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h

eark. quake assigned to the OZD should correspond to a rupture

of the entire length of the zone (I FF #40). This concept is

based on Intervenors' mistaken notion that the OZD is a

single, continuous, through-going fault (I FF #41) and that

the choice of any rupture length less than the full length of

the zone is an arbitrary reduction in conservatism without

any basis (I FF #40). Section I of Applicants' Response,

supra, discusses evidence regarding the length and

discontinuous nature of the OZD.

2. Slemmons' Fractional Rupture Length Method
)

Estimating a maximum magnitude earthquake with the

fault-length technique requires several steps. First, the

.

fault length must be established. For branching strike-slip
) '

faults observed throughout the world, a rupture extending

over 100% of the faul. length has not been observed

(Slemmons, Tr. 6244). Therefore, a fractional rupture length
)

must be derived from observations. Using this estimate of

rupture length as a fraction of total fault length, a maximum

magnitude earthquake is finally derived using the equation
)

given in Slemmons' " State-of-th?-Art for assessing Earthquake

Hazards in the United States" (SER, Appendix E, pp. E9-E10).

Applicants and Staff have introduced conservatism at this
)

point by estimating both the total length of the OZD and the

percentage of fault ruptures. *

The OZD is composed of three discontinuous sections
)

(A FF ##72-79). The simplest application of Slemmons'

14
.
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technique to the SCOZD, i.e., assuming 100% rupture of that
O

segment, results in a M 7.1 (SER, p. 2-42). Intervenors's

witness Allen testified that the discontinuous character of

the OZD was not comparable to that of other faults capable of
O

truly large earthquakes (Allen, Tr. 4730). Nevertheless,

Applicants have assumed the three sections comprise one zone

240 km in length (A FF ##67-71).
O

Slemmons has compiled world-wide data summarizing

observations of total fault length and rupture length

(A FF #183). The rupture 'ength as a percentage of t'ault
O

length (world-wide average) used by Slemmons was 22%, with a

standard deviation of 7.459%. For faults with lengths

'

similar to the length of 240 km assumed for the OZD, Slemmons
O -

indicated that a rupture length o:? about 15% was

appropriate. Hence, 22% represents a mean plus cne standard

deviation (30% is a mean plus two standard deviations). By
G

using either 22% or 30% instead of the more appropriate 15%

for deriving a rupture length, the magnitude computed from

Slemmons' curves represents not the average earthquake that
S

might be espected but rather, the average if the zone were

conmic.rably longer than obr.erved. Thus, conservatism is

introduced into the analysis through physical considerations

of fau? length (Heath, Tr. 1310-1314). Assuming a 240 km

faul: _ ngth, the derived magnitudes are 6.75, 7.0 and 7.2 *

for 15%, 22% and 30%, respectively (computed from equation

D
' given by Slemmons, SER, Appendix E, pp. E9-E10).

15
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3. Application of Standard Deviations
O

Intervenors propose to add an additional standard

deviation (0.69) to the ab:ve magnitude values. However,

Slemmons states:
O

But to blindly apply standard. . .

deviations throughout the data and
particularly to build one value using a ,, ,

standard deviation and then applying another
additional step with another standard

O deviation, I believe is not technically
) warranted in that che uncertainties that we

are dealing with here are both random and
non-random.

If one takes e look at my data base
O here, -ne can get some feeling for the size

of tha errors and the errors are likely to be
mainly random. On the other hand, there is
the possibility that some of the magnitude to
fractional rupture length relationships are
geneticallf [ sic] controlled and the same

O facters may in part :ntrol the regression
lines that I have used for magnitude
displacement. And so to apply due to a,

'

systematic error a double step of standard
deviations I think would not be appropriate.
(Tr. 6268-6269)

C) -

Slemmons provides a second assessment of the M 7s

maximum magnitude by comparing world-wide faults with

characteristics similar to the OZD. ,He concludes that the
O

observed maximum magnitude for these faults is Ms7 or less

(A FF #188).-

Slemmons concludes from these considerations of
O

fault length, and Applicants and NRC staff agree, that M 7 iss
5

an appropriately conservative maximum magnitude (Tr. ;
*

!

6323:20-23; 4 FF ##223-227).
1

!O'
,
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III.
O

DETERMINING MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE USING THE
SLIP-RATE / MAGNITUDE METHODOLOGY

E

O Introduction

The degree-of-fault-activity uses the slip-

rate / magnitude method of estimating earthquake magnitude and

C) extends existing knowledge to provide a viable supplement to

other methods of estimating maximum magnitude. It is based

on observation of geologic characteristics associated with

9 active faults and on comparison of their characteristics with

the OZD in a ranking procedure. Because geologic slip rates

reflect average fault displacement during a relatively lcag

G time interval, the past can provide a bahis for projecting

fault behavior into the future. The slip-rate / magnitude

method involves defining a style of faulting and tectonic

9 setting for the fault of interest and then comparing these to

other faults having the same style in a similar tectonic

environment (A FF ##153-155).

[) Intervenors' Findings challenge the slip-rate

method by alleging that it is an inappropriate method for

determining the maximum magnitude earthquake because:

D 1) It is new and untested, having received inadequate

peer review and evaluation by the scientific
.

community (I FF ##67, 68, 70-73, 75, 88);

h
|
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2) It is limited by the observational time of historic

earthquakes, and the bounding lines -- Historic

Earthquake Limit (HEL) and Maximum Earthquake Limit

(MEL) -- do not envelop sufficient data points to

be reliable (I FF ##69, 78, 79-83, 89, 91);
,

!

3) Important data from the San Miguel fault and

Japanese faults are omitted (I FF ##84-87, 95); and

| 4) The data base at low slip rates is too limited to
!

be reliable (I FF ##74, 77, 90).
1
!

! As detailed below, these allegations are unsup-
)

ported by the weight of the evidence.

1. New and Untested Method

Although the slip-rate / magnitude method was not

presented until December, 1978 (A FF #194), this method is an

outgrowth of the wel1~ recognized degree-of-fault-actisity

method that has been proposed and researched since about

1966. The present slip-rate method is a more quantitative

measure of earthquake potential (A FF #152).

As a general rule the NRC Staff does not do

anticipatory review of technical approaches to specific

problem solving, but does review new techniques in the-

context of a docketed application (Staff Counsel Chandler in

) response to question from Board, Tr. 1275:13-16). The

Applicants' slip-rate methodology received impartial and *

unbiased review from cons.ultants for the Applicants. In

> addition, when docketed, the NRC Staff and t' tir consultant,

18
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,
Dr. Slemmons, as well as the USGS and California Division of

lO
| Mines and Geology ("CDMG"), conducted a comprehensive reviev

of the approach. (A FF #194).

2. Historic Earthquake Record and Use of HEL and MEL
!O

There are four time periods and their records to be

considered in earthquake evaluations: 1) the instrumental

record of a half-century; 2) the historic record of several
O

centuries; 3) the geomorphic record of several hundred

thousand years; and 4) the geologic record of several million

years. No single record can conclusively demonstrate that
!O

large earthquakes have not and will not occur in the San

Onofre area, but taken together they provide a very strong

case for just this conclusion (S. Smith, Tr.
;O

_ 1549:2-13).
'

!. The Intervenors fail to recognize. that the HEL and

| MEL lines bound the actual empirical observations, thus

representing historical experience which suggests there is a
O

relationship between the size of earthquake and fault

| slip-rate. This relationship and the bounding lines have

been taken from a data base that includes all faults having

reliable slip-rate data and large-magnitude earthquakes.
,

Although the HEL and MEL are controlled by the data-

|

, points for higher slip rates, lower slip-rate faults have not
7'

had earthquakes that would shift the lines to the right. The
h
'

200-year historic record has had many large earthquakes, and *

even with longer return periods some maximum events should

3
)
,
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O

have occurred. The HEL represents historic observations that
v

show the limit has not been exceeded. (A FF ##213-215).

To add conservatism in the construction of the

curve, the Applicants assigned a magnitude range of plus or

minus .2 magnitude unit for each earthquake and ranges of

slip-rate for each fault to conutruct the MEL. Thus, the MEL

represents an outer bound for maximum magnitude that should

! not be exceeded (A FF ##217, 218).

3. Use of additional data points

Intervenors fail to recognize that, although there

is some information on the oldest rocks cut by the San Miguel

fault, the data on total slip and the period of time over

which it occurred is inadequate to develop a meaningful
v
y slip-rate. Thus, purported slip-rate data for the San Miguel

fault are not reliable and should not be used. (A FF #196).

Japanese slip-rate data were extensively reviewed
O

but excluded because the Japanese earthquakes occur in a

tectonic environment much different than that of San Onofre.

Japan is characterized by a subduction zone at depth that
O

causes block faulting in the surface rocks, whereas

California is dominated by strike-slip transcurrent*

faulting. In addition, Japanese faults are characterized as ;

'
C)

checkerboard (or block) faulting, whereas California faults

*

are characterized by branching (A FF ##208-210). Thus, use

of'the Japanese data is clearly inappropriate. i
'

O
k
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4. Limited Data on Low Slip-Rate Faults
O

Subsequent to Applicants' initial study,

approximately 230 low slip-rate faults were examined and 180

of th3se were excluded from the slip-rSte/ mag:ritude data set

because they did not have histories of significant

earthquakes. Faults with slip-rates in excess of 5 mm/yr are

very easy to recognize hy geologic mapping and should have

> been identified by now. It is unlikely that new faults

having such si'n-rates above about 5 mm/yr will be identified

in the future (A FF #199). The slip-rate / magnitude analysis

included all identified low slip-rate faults where the

slip-rate could be determined and where a magnitude 5 or

larger earthquake occurred on or near them (A FF #203).

Conclurion>

The slip-rate / magnitude method in only one of

several approaches which have been utilized to demonstrate
O

that an appropriate representation of the maximum earthquake

on the OZD to be used in determining the DBE at SONGS 2 & 3

is M 7 (A FF #223). An earthquake larger than M 7 iss g

inconcistent with the geologic and seismologic features of

the OZD (A FF #219) and the weight of the evidence supports-

the Staff's and Applicants' position that M 7 iS 3s
-O

reasonable, yet conservative, estimate of maximum earthquake

potential for the OZD based upon fault-parameter evaluation **

(SER p. 2-57).
O
5
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IV.

D
.y!ALUATION OF PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION

| A. UNCERTAINTIES IN THE EVALUATION OF PGA
3
| Intervenors contend that the data base is so

limited as to preclude confidence in the prediction of PGA.

| Starting with uncertainties encountered in speci'ying the
D
! maximum earthquake magnitude (I FF #97g) and continuing with

uncertainties in the estimation of PGA for such an event,

Intervonors note that the SONGS 2 & 3 DBE could be exceeded
,)
'

(I FF #97d).
The confidence and degree of conservatism

associated with the assessment of the maximum earthquake
3

magnitude along the OZD has been clearly and compellingly

addressed in Sections II and III of Applicants' Response,

supra (See also, A FF ##150-227; Staff FF ##41-110).
'

Furthermore, because PGA is only weakly dependent on

earthquske magnitude, for magnitudes greater than about

M 6.5, any potential uncertainties in the assignment cfs

maximum magnitude are of little relevance to the ultimate

determination of design adequacy for SONGS 2 & 3 (A FF-

##290-300).

Regarding uncertainties in the assessment of PGA,

Intervenors claim that confident predictions of PGA close to *

I large earthquakes can only be obtained by a several-fold

) increase in available strong motion data (I FF #97a).

1
t
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Clearly, more data would be useful to augment existing
-

knowledge of earthquake motions. However, this argument is

specious in that it does not consider the adequacy of current

estimates of PGA at SONGS for the hypothosized earthquake on
/

the OZD.

In contrast, a definitive approach has been

_

provided by Applicants for estimating the adequacy of current
-

predictions of PGA. Intervenors claim that recent recordings

of earthquakes contain substantial surprises (1 UF #97f). In

fact, new recordings fall well in line with previous data;
a

thus, there 1e caod reason to have confidence in predicr. ions

of PGA. Applicants have found remarkab.'e consistency among

the PGA's recorded close to large earthquakes when these data
9

are scaled properly for magnitude and distance (A FF #539).

The principal uncertainty (scatter) in the prediction of PGA

stems from variability in ground motion from station co
O

station for a single earthquake rather than from variability

between earthquakes. This observation directly rebuts

Intervenors' claim that more data is needed for added
O

confidence, including theoretical, but unsubstantiated,

claims that hic} stress drop would result in unusually high
I

PGA (I FF #97b). Such effects have not been observed in the :
1

a
1

~~

several hundred recordings used in these proceedings. Thus,
1
1

there is no reason to expect dramatic surprises in the future. *

A more quantitative illustration of the confidence
'

~>
with which PGA can be estimated is provided by comparing

23
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O

values derived by the parties in these proceedings.
!O

Intervenors' claim that various seismologists would predict

values of PGA that differ by an order of magnitude for

conditions relevant to SONGS (I FF #96). On the contrary,

predictions found in the record, are remarkably consistent.

Intervenors''only witness to sponsor an analysis of PGA data,

Dr. D, Beore, obtained a mean acceleration of 0.31g and an

84th percentile (mean plus one standard deviation)

acceleration of 0.57g for an M 7 at 8 km (SONGS coaditions)s

using data within 50 km of the earthquake sources (A FF
O

##239-250). While Boore's study is based on a model quite

different frem that used by Applicant's witnesses, these

predictions are in extremely good agreement with Applicants'
'O

predictions of 0.33g and 0.52g for the mean and 84th

percentile, respectively (A FF #230). The general
~

.

compatibility of the Boore and Joyner results with
O

Applicants' values demonstrate that the existing data base is

adequate and the predictions of PGA are valid.

Numerical modeling studies provide an additional
;O

incependent evaluation of near-field accelerations. The

- computed mean PGA of 0.31g (SER, p. 2-64) is consistent with

the empirical regression results noted in the previous 1

O
paragraph. Further comments on the adequacy of results

obtained using the numerical model are provided below in **

Section IV.D.

O
'

)
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'

At the Construction Permit stage, considerable
O

conservatism was incorporated in the DBE spectrum to

accommodate then-recognized uncertainties in the evaluation

of PGA (A FF ##265-271). Over the intervening years, the
S

relevant data has approximately doubled. These new data,

plus corresponding increases in the understanding of

earthquake processes, have shown that the DBE is unduly

conservative (A FF ##336-338, 538).

Intervenors' attach significance to the fact that,

in spite of the substantial conservatism, an anomolous PGA
J

could occur that exceeds the DBE (I FF #97d). In nature

nothing is impossible, and therefore, the annual probability

of exceedence has been determined (A FF #286). The
D

calculated probability of exceedence is extremely small, and

the consequence of such an exceedence does not indicate a

safety hazard (A FF ##270-285). That the SONGS 2 & 3
D

structures contain more than an adequate level of

conservatism was noted in Dr. Reiter's characterization that,

to his knowledge, San Onofre is probably the most
)

conservatively designed power plant ever built (A FF #338).

B. HIGH STRESS DROP AND PGA
)

Intervenors contend that one of the important

physical parameters affecting PGA is stress drop. Brune *

asserts that PGA is linearly related to stress drop. As

J
published values of stress drop range over 2 orders of

25
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l
i

| magnitude (factor of 100), Brune contends that PGA values of

)
| several g's are "possible" (I FF ##103-105). This
|
|
'

speculation is based on his simple 1970 model of earthquakes

and is not founded in strong ground motion data (A FF #310).
J

Recent studies refute this model, e.g., Applicants and Hanks '

and McGuire both conclude that conventional stress drop has

! little, if any, significance in the evaluation of PGA (A FF

)
! ##311-314).

Even if stress drop influences acceleration, as

alleged by Intervenors, then the recorded data used in all of

)
| the empirical studies includes the effect. Assuming stress

drop, along with site effects, fault type, and directivity

contribute to the observed dispersion of PGA, then the

E statistical significance of the natural variability of these

effects are accounted for in the adoption of a mean and 84th

percentile spectrum (S. Smith, Tr. 3252-3254).

)
Intervenors characterize earthquakes in northern

Baja California, and presumably therefore near SONGS, as i

e

having systematically higher stress drops than events

3
recorded in the Salton Trough. However, observations cited *

by Brune contradict this assertion (A FF #315). Intervenors-

also claim that the 1956 El Alamo earthquake was unusually

energetic. These speculations are not supported by the data
|

'

(A FF ##316-318). *

')
.
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C. FOCUSING (DIRECTIVITY)
O

Intervenors contend that anomalously high ground

motions could result from an approaching earthquake rupture

at the SONGS site due to constructive interference of waves,
O

i.e., focusing or directivity (I FF ##107-110). In fact,

focusing is just one of a number of physical processes that

lead to dispersion or scatter in PGA (S. Smith, Tr. 3258).
_M

Applicants and Intervenors have reviewed recent

data from well-recorded earthquakes to evaluate the effects

of focusing on PGA. These earthquakes included the 1979
O

Imperial Valley, Livermore, Coyote Lake and Santa Barbara

earthquakes (A FF ##304-309). The primary conclusion from

this review is that PGA values can be biased above or below
O

the mean, by focusing, by a factor of only about 1.5. Dr.

Brune would not disagree with the testimony of Dr. Stewart

Smith regarding the observed effects of focusing, namely the
O

typical factor of about 1.5 (Brune, Tr. 4367).

Intervenors reference Anderson to suggest that data

from the Mammoth Lakes earthquakes indicate substantial
O

focusing (I FF #110); whereas, a review of Anderson's

* tastimony (Tr. 4627, 1. 17-22) indicates considerable !

uncertainties in his interpretation of these data.
O

Applicants' analyses of the statistical distribution of these

|data show that the PGA values are in good agreement with *

observations from other events (A FF #557).
O
:
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D. EARTHQUAKE NUMERICAL MODELING
O ,

Intervenors' general concern with respect to use of |
|

the numerical earthquake model is with the assignment of

parameters. Intervenors contend that model parameters could
4

O
be assigned to produce ground motion greater than that

predicted by the Applicants' study (I FF ##113, 114). This

may be true if parameters are assigned without regard to
O

recorded behavior of past earthquakes; however, Applicants'

witness, Dr. G. Frazier has found that changes in the

numerical model cause insignificant changes in the predicted
O

motions at SONGS provided that the resulting model conforms

to strong motion data at distances appropriate for San Onofre

(A FF #261).
O

Intervenors allege that parameter studies have not

been carried out, and therefore the results are premature

(I FF #115). In fact, extensive parameter-variation studies
O

have been performed (Applicants' Exhibits #21, pp. 4-1

through 4-22; #22, pp. 6-1 through 6-39; #24, pp. 5-6 through

5-7). Studies of this type cannot be disregarded simply
O

because future research will surely lead to further

refinements. The numerical model has been utilized to-

independently validate emcirical studies of potential ground
n"

shaking at SONGS by simulating the actual physical processes

of earthquakes (A FF #251). The accuracy of the modeling *

results, as compared with strong ground motion recordings
g

'

from previous earthquakes, should be the sole basis for
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,
evaluating its use in this proceeding (A FF ##261-264).

Li
Brune's specific criticisme (I FF #116) have been fully and

adequately responded to by Applicants (A FF ##256-260).

Dr. Luco's comments, as set forth in Intervenors'
v

Findings ##119-121, generally lack foundation beyond personal

opinion as he has performed no detailed modeling studies on

1is own (Tr. 5000; 5042-5043). For example, Luco's opinion
.-

is that the initial slip velocity varies with stress drop

(I FF #119a). Studies performed on actual strong motion data

,
show, however, that the high-frequency earthquake shaking

U
(initial slip velocity) is unrelated to stress drop (A FF

##258, 311-313). Luco is critical of the parameter Q (I FF

##119d, 119h), yet he knows of no better values, apart from
,

J
his opinion (Luco, Tr. 5045-5049). Furthermore, he has no

opinion aa to what effect, if any, this would have for the

SONGS predictions (Luco, Tr. 5049). Finally, Luco's
m
J

assertion that the study does not "want" to represent a

continuous fracture (I FF #119b) simply means that because

earthquakes do not have coherent fractures, computer
3

simulations should not attempt to represent the fracture as a

continuous process. Applicants concur.'

Apparently Luco's acceptance or rejection of the
9

numerical model is based on how well the model reproduces the

result that he thinks is appropriate (I FF ##119e, 119f). *

Such review is of questionable value (Luco, Tr. 4996-5014),
O

since the purpose of the modeling is to provide independent
.

29
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J estimates of ground motions for SONGS (A FF #251). His'

>
reliance on such studies as USGS 672 (Luco, Tr. 5003, Tr.'

5007) and USGS 81-365 (Luco, Tr. 5012) further diminish the

value of his review. Dr. Boore, one of the authors of USGS

672, stated that this report is obsolete (Boore, Tr. 6566),

and Applicants' witnesses have thoroughly demonstrated the

inappropriateness of USGS 81-365 for use at SONGS (A FF

##239-250). Luco was also not willing to opine on the

appropriateness of the SONGS 2 & 3 DBE (Luco, Tr. 5010, 5014).

Finally, recommendations to double the predicted

spectrum for SONGS (I FF ##117, 118, 119d, 119e) are of

little value for these proceedings, because the resulting

level of conservatism is not quantified. It is not clear
,

whether the doubled spectrum represents the mean plus two

standard deviations, the maximum plausible motions or

something else. Nevertheless, the DBE for SONGS 2 & 3 is

D
sufficiently conservative to accommodate this arbitrary

factor of two increase in the predicted spectrum (SEk

p. 2-64, Frazier, Tr. 6433).

Z. EFFECTS OF MAGNITUDE SATURATION
,

Magnitude saturation is the diminishing sensitivity

O
of PGA to increasing magnitude. In general, nll parties

*

agree that saturation is a real, physical process affecting

peak parameters in seismology (A FF #290). However,

O

b
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Intervenors contend that saturation of PGA has not been
O

demonstrated (I FF ##125-128).

Intervenors' witness Dr. Brune states that there is

a greater percentage increase in fault _ slip from magnitude
O

6.5 to 7.5 than from 5.5 to 6.5. On this basis, he asserts

that PGA could increase significantly above M 6.5 (I FFs

##125-126). Applicants conclude that this argument is
O

without merit. Simple application of equation E from Table

11 of Slemmons, 1977, " State-of-the-Art for Assessing

Ear thquake Hazards in the United States" (identified by
O

Brune, written testimony, p. 57) indicates that Brune's value
of 5.74 m of slip for M 7.5 is in error. The correct values

is 4.42 m. The percentage increase in slip, from magnitude
O

5.5 to 6.5, is therefore the same as the percentage increase

from magnitude 6.5 to 7.5 (I FF #126).

Brune's interpretation of the Hanks and McGuire
O

results (i.e., PGA could be considerably above 0.67 g fer

M 7, I FF ?3275 mischaracterizes their results which states

that PGA above magnitude 6.5 need nut increase significantly
n

above 0.5 g (A FF #296).
e

Brune noted that the seismic energy affecting a

site increases with magnitude (I FF #125). Applicants

O
generally agree with the statement but point out that

increasing en'rgy with increasing magnitude simply results in *

longer duration of shaking (Tr. 3286-3287). Therefore,

p#'
'

conclusions ragarding the saturation with increasing
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magnitude are best addressed by careful examination of the
O

data (S. Smi th, Tr. 3280).

Intervenors allege that the Boore and Joyner study

shows no tendency for saturation of PGA with increasing

magnitude (I FF #128). In fact, saturation of PGA was

examined only to a very limited extent in their study. Boore

expectr that as more data become available, PGA will be shown

to saturate with magnitude (Boore, Tr. 6589-6591). The

functional form of the regression curve adopted by Boore and

Joyner precluded addressing the question of magnitude
O

saturatien (A FF ##246-250). Boore further indicated that if

saturation was fou_id to be significant at the 90% confidence

level, he would at least have to reexamine his analysis
O

(Boore, Tr. 6600-6604). The analysis of PGA data discussed

by Campbell clearly shows that saturation effects in the

Boore and Joyner study are significant at the 95% confidence
O

level (A FF ##246-250, 290-300). Applicants therefore

conclude that for earthquakes greater than about magnitude

6.5, at a distance of 8 km, PGA is rather insensitive to
O

magnitude (A FF #292).

.

F. DETERMINING PEAK HORIZONTAL ACCELERATION USING
O WORK OF BOORE AND JOYNER

Boore and Joyner have estimated PGA values of 0.46
..

and 0.83g (mean and 84th percentile respectively) for M 7.03

() at 8 km (I FF #133). Boore and Joyner have used only the ;
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1
|

O

|

larger of the two horizontal components, instead of including
O,

both components as is traditional, thus the results should be

divided by a factor of 1.13 (A FF #245), i.e., to 0.41g and

0.73g respectively. Referring to this correction as

Campbell's method is a mischaracterization (I FF ##134-135).

fCampbell's results, which were testified to by Wight, yielded
mean and mean plus one standard deviation accelerations of

.33g and .52g, respectively, for an M 7 earthquake at 8 km

(A FF #230). What the Intervenors have referred to as

Campbell's mechod is, in fact, the standard procedure (the

USGS being the exception) for characterizing peak ground

acceleration using both horizontal components (A FF #245).

When data beyond 50 km (i.e., data of little relevance to

SONGS [S. Smith, Tr. 3263]), is excluded from Baore and

Joyner's analysis, the mean and 84th percentile values for

PGA are 0.31g and 0.57g, respectively (A FF #245).
O

Intervenors have also provided incorrect results

from the Boore and Joyner study with respect to their

multiplicative factor for accommodating the effects of soft
g

soil (I FF ##133-135). The logarithmic factor O.17 (I FF

#133) has been applied to acceleration, whereas the factor is-

relevant only to velocity (Boore, Tr. 6557, 6558). Boore and
3

"Joyner conclude that the soil term is not. . .

statistically significant for peak acceleration" *

(Interve nors' Ex. #28, p. 12, 1. 4-5). Intervenors further
3

mischaracterize this term as simply additive, whereas

33
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Intervenors' Exhibit #28, p. 1, shows that it is only

additive to the logarithm of the velocity.

In sum, on the basis of the restrictions adopted in

the regression analysis, the inclusion of data recorded at
)

very large distances and the inclusion of unreliable values

of PGA below 0.02g, Applicants conclude that the Boore and

Joyner study is not relevant to the analysis of PGA at SONGS
s

2&3 (A FF ##239-250).

e
V.

EARTHQUAKE DATA SINCE 1973

O '

A. IMPERIAL VALLEY 1979 EARTHQUAKE

Intervenors contend that observations for the 1979

Imperial Valley earthquake ("IV-79") provide reason for
O

.

|
concern about the adequacy of the SONGS 2 & 3 DBE. This

impression has been fostered by selectively reported values

of PGA recorded during the IV-79 earthqaake without regard

for distance. The actual distances associated with these i

data are:

STATION ACCELERATION, g DISTANCE, km

942 0.72 1
5054 0.81 2

958 0.64 4 -

955 0.61 4

-
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O
|

(McNeill, Written Testimony, Contention 1, Table RLM-1.)

Dr. McNeill scaled these data, along with many other

exceptional values of PGA, for magnitude and distance for

_ comparison with the DBE (A FF ##541-542). He concluded that
O

none of these scaled values exceeds the zero period

acceleration for the SONGS 2 & 3 DBE.
|

The numerical model predicted ground motion for

horizontal shaking at SONGS about 1.5 times higher than that

calculated for IV-79, at a comparable distance (Frazier, Tr.

3415: 16-19; I FF #139). However, this cannot be interpreted
O

to mean that the horizontal accelerations recorded for IV-79
i

should be increased by such a factor for comparison with the

SONGS 2 & 3 DBE. This factor results from differences in the
O

nature of the two studies, namely prediction vs. validation.

The horizontal accelerations recorded for IV-79 are, in fact,

representative of what would be expected at San Onofre in the
0

event of a large earthquake offshore (Frazier, Tr. 3416:7-13).
Intervenors suggest that observations from IV-79

could be scaled to the conditions of SONGS 2 & 3 (i.e., M 7,sD
distance 8 km) for the purpose of evaluating what might be
"possible" (I FF #140). In this analysis Intervenors have-

made several errors: (1) The PGA value of 0.81g, recorded at
J

Bonds Corner, was recorded at a distance of 2 km from the

fault, not 8 km. This value was not scaled for distance; *

(2) Although the USGS has determined a surface wave magnitude
O
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(M s ) f r IV-79 of M 6.9 ( A FF #543; I FF ##137-138),3

Intervenors further increase PGA by assuming a magnitude of

Ms.5. Intervenors adopt USGS 81-365 (whose applicability6

has been discussed at length in A FF ##239-250) and the

results of Hanks and McGuire (who restrict the applicability

of their scaling relationship to magnitudes less than 6.5)

for magnitude scaling; (3) Intervenors apply a factor of 1.8

to the scaled PGA value to account for site differences

between SONGS and Imperial Valley. As described in the

preceding paragraph, this is not appropriate. In view of
'

these considerations, Applicants attach no significance to

Brune's speculations.

O '

B. NEW DATA REGARDING VERTICAL ACCELERATION EXCEEDING
2/3 OF HORI2ONTAL ACCELERATION

The adequacy of the decign vertical acceleration

() (.44g) should not be appraised as Intervenors suggest

strictly on the basis of vertical-to-horizontal PGA ratios

(I FF #141). The two-third ratio was based on considerable

O data and implemented in a manner believed to be conservative

(A FF #553). However, as even more data become available,
.

ase of such ratios for design purposes is becoming

O meaningless (A FF ##322, 554),
1

In special circumstances, vertical-to- horizontal
,

ratios can depart substantially from the near-typical ratio-

() of two-thirds. For example, recorded motions close to

F
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earthquakes in a deep, soft, sedimentary basin would be
,O ,

|

expected to result in somewhat higher ratios (Frazier,

written testimony, pp. 15-18). These are the circumstances

for IV-79 and the 1933 Long Beach earthquake (A FF ##550;
:

Brune Tr. 4522). For the 1933 Long Beach earthquake (M 6.3),s
i the largest ratio was 1 45 (vertical acceleration greater

than the horizontal acceleration) (I FF #142), which is
v

irrelevant in that the vertical acceleration for this

recording was only 0.29g (Brune, Tr. 4513). Such geologic

conditions as those at Imperial Valley and Long Beach do not
,O

exist at the SONGS site, and unusually high vertical

accelerations are not likely (A FF #550). Furthermore, the

large vertical accelerations recorded for IV-79 do not

correlate with damage and are, therefore, of little

engineering significance (A FF #552).

Finally, examination of exceptionally high vertical
O

accelerations recorded throughout the world provide an

average, vertical PGA (scaled to conditions at SONGS) that is

a little over half of the design value for SONGS. None of
O

the scaled values exceed the instrumental form of the design

value for SONGS (A FF #555).-

'O
C. STRONG MOTION DATA FROM TEE VICTORIA EARTHQUAKE OF

JUNE 9, 1980
.

Large vertical (over lg) and horizontal (0.85g)

() accelerations were recorded for the Victoria earthquake (I FF

f
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#144). Intervenors' witness noted that the rupture may have
:O

passed within 1 kra of the recording site and that these large

recordings are not unexpected for this magnitude earthquake

in the Imperial Valley (Brune, written testimony, p. 73). As

described in Section V.B, of Applicants' Response, sup re. , the

deep sedimentary basin is conducive to high vertical

accelerations. These conditions are not similar to those at
O

SONGS, and unusually high verticals are not likely to occur

(A FF #550).

O
D. STRONG MOTION DATA FROM THE MAMMOTH LAKE EARTHOUAKE

Intervenors contend that data recorded by Dr.

Anderson during the Mammoth Lake earthquakes clearly show
O

that "GA in excese of the DBE is likely from earthquakes of

magnitude M 6.5 (I FF #146). Applicants collected all datas

recorded during this earthquake sequence and compared the
O

statistical listribution of the observed values of PGA with

previous regression results for M 6.5 (A FF #557). Thiss

comparison demonstrated that the Mammoth Lake data actually
O

fall slightly below Applicants' regression analysis for

earthquakes of this magnitude (A FF #557).-

O '

..

:
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CRISTIANITOS ZONE OF DEFORMATION

A careful examination of the full evidentiary
;

record reveals the incorrectness of the following allegations

regarding the Cristianitos Zone of Deformation (CZD) set

forth by the Intervenors in their Findings ##1?7-178:
_

1. Applicants llave not adequately investigated

the Cristianitos Zone of Deformation (CZD),

particularly since discovery of the zone by
O

the USGS and CDMG;

2. The CZD is a well-defined continuous fault

zone that: a) includes the Cristianitos
G '

fault, b) extends onshore to the north and

branches with the OZD to the south, and c) is

capable; and
9

3. The A and r features are: a) related to the

CZD and the OZD, b) capable faults, and

c) they have not been investigated to
~)

determine whether surface faulting needs to be

considered in the design of SONGS 2 and 3. |

A complete response, corresponding in number and
)

order to the allegations above follows.

1. Investigation of the CZD *

Applicants have thoroughly and adequately
')

investigated the CZD and other offshore elements of the SONGS

*
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vicinity (A FE ##28-46, 470-474, 490). The extent and

significance of Applicants' studies have been acknowledged by

the USGS (SER, p. G-3) and the NRC Staff (SER, pp. 2-34,

2-46, to 2-50). Mr. Cardone of the Staff testified that

further investigation by the Applicants following the Greene

and Kennedy reports was unnecessary because "there was

nothing that need be done," and the Staff "had adequate data
f) 4upon which to base [its] determinations and conclusions" (Tr.

]
|

6517:17, Tr. 6513:24). '

Unlike the relatively limited examinations of the

USGS and CDMG geologists, Applicants' investigations have

thoroughly evaluated all structural features and their

tectonic relationships in light of regional geologic history

and structural evolution, onshore and offshore stratigraphy,
Quaternary geomorphology, and seismicity (A FF ##24-27,

28-30, 34, 41-44, 52, 56-66, 72-79, 99-122, 123-138, 470,

472-484, 490-495, 499-501).

2. Character and capability of the CZD

The CZD is a collection of " fractured and faulted
3

assymetrical anticlinal structures" (I FF #150), rather than
'

a fault zone (A FF #490). The portion of the CZD described

by Intervenors as "well-defined" is continuous for only 3 km,)
which is a small fraction of the CZD's overall length of 16

km. Intervenors' presumption that the age of faulting is ''

unknown (I FF #150) overlooks abundant evidence demenstrating)
that faults of the CZD do not displace the marine terrace

40
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O

platform, overlying sediments or the seafloor, thus

indicating no movement jn late Pleistocene time (SER,

p. 2-46, last paragraph).

The USGS agrees (SER, p. G-4) with Applicants'

conclusions regarding the relationship of the Cristianitos

fault and the faults of the CZD, namely that they are

unrelated (A EF ##480-483). The testimony of Greene and

Kennedy does not agree with Intervenors' position that the

offshore extension of the Cristianitos fault is coincident
with Fault AA (SER, Appendix F, p. F-24 (Plate 1)) and is,

therefore, part of the CZD. Drs. Greene and Kennedy did not
.

study the Cristianitos fault onshore (Tr. 2154:12-17); they

did not map Fault AA as the offshore extension of the
O '

Cristianitos fault (Tr. 2154:9-11); and they made no

comparison between the two faults (Tr. 2154:17-18). In

contrast, Applicants have extensively studied the onshore
O

Cristianitos fault and its offshore extension (A FF ##25,

28-30, 41-46, 99-102); and have mapped the faults and folds

included in Greene and Kennedy's CZD, thus demonstrating they
D

are unrelated to the Cristianitos fault (A FF ##480-483, 498,

507, 513, 514, 517, 518, 526).-

The postulated projection of the CZD northward and
D

the speculation that it exists onshore indicate that

Intervenors are still confused about where the San Mateo *

formation is exposed in the San Onofre area. Consequently,
O

they fail to grasp the significance of the formation in

41
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() precluding the existence of the CZD onshore and in placing a

minimum age of last displacement on the CZD.

Mr. Cardone testified that the San Mateo formation

.O is well exposed in most places where projections of the CZD

would intercept the coast, and it is also exposed in places

"

beneath the floodplain of San Mateo Creek (Tr. 6454-6463;

i) cited in I FF ##163-166). Based on his personal observations

of these exposures, Mr. Cardone concluded there was no

evidence of the CZD's existence onshore (Tr. 6463:5-13). The

O significance of this is that if the CZD exists onshore at

all, it must lie beneath the San Mateo formation and,

therefore, the minimum age of last displacement on the CZD is

() several million years (the age of the San Mateo formation).

This evidence and logic is not in the least diminished by the

fact that the 120,000-year-old marine terrace platform is not

() everywhere existent or exposed.

Dr. Shlemon agrees with Mr. Cardone that "if in

fact (the CZD) does come onshore, we cannot see it," and he

() concludes there is no evidence for any projection onshore

(Tr. 3146:1-3). He also confirms the existence of other
.

stratigraphic units where terrace 1 is missing (Tr.

3146:8-10), including the San Mateo formation, which are not

displaced or deformed by the CZD (Tr. 3205:1-9; Tr. 3209:1-9;
.

A FF ##509, 510, 513, 514).

) Mr. Cardone does not agree, as alleged by

Intervenors (I FF #154), that the CZD may be a branch of theo

42()
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In response to two questions, one of which wasOZD.
.O

hypothetical, he said: "It is possible that the Cristianitos

Zone of Deformation may merge with the Offshore Zone of

Deformation as a trend of short faults and folds"
!O

(Tr. 6496:7-9). His statem,ent here is consistent with the
USGS reports, and it does not support the Intervenors'

i " branch" concept. Mr. Morris of the USGS also testif.ied that
10
| the CZD is not a secondary branch of the OZD in the context

of present tectonics (Tr. 6084:23-25; Tr. 6085:1-3). The
|

|O
USGS and the NRC staff, therefore, discount the significance

;

of the postulated merging or truncation of the CZD and OZD.
1

In addition, Applicants have thoroughly evaluated this

purported connection and their reaults likewise demonstrate
01

i that it is of no significance (A FF ##491-495).

Finally, as part of exhaustive geologic and
|

|O
seismologic investigations for SONGS, Applicants have proved

!

( that faults of the CZD offshore have not moved in at least

the last 35,000 yeare (A FF ##519-525), and have found no

| evidence of moveraent in the last 500,000 years. If
lO
! Intervenors maintain the erroneous belief that the CZD
i

extenda onshore, then the absence of deformation in the San*

Mateo formation demonstrates no movement on the CZD in the
;O

last four million years. Even if one assumes for purposes of

discussion that the Cristianitos fault is an element of the. *

CZD, the evidence for evolution of the Capistrano Embayment
.O
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indicates no movement on the Cristianitos fault or the CZD in
J

the last four million years.

In sum, based on the totality of the evidence

discussed in the SER and fully supported by Applicants and
9

the Staff at the hearings, it must be concluded that the

Cristianitos fault and the folds and faults characterized as

the CZD are not capable and therefore not significant to the
,

seismic design basis of SONGS 2 & 3 (Cardone, Tr. 6542:10-15;

A FF #526).

3. A and B Features
G

Intervenors allege that the A and B features,

solely because of their parallel orientation relative to the

CZD and OZD, respcctively, were formed as part of the
G '

regional tectonics that formed the CZD and OZD

(Tr. 2661:14-25 to Tr. 2662:1). This erroneous allegation is

negated by abundant evidence developed from Applicants'
,
s

investigations of these features at the site and in the

region. The investigations have demonstrated that the A and

B features are unrelated to known faults in the SONGS
.

~

vicinity, particularly the Cristianitos fault and the OZD

(A FF ##412-430). The features are not capable faults, and
'

are not significant to the safety of SONGS (A FF #442).
;

Accordingly, it is unnecessary to consider the need to design

for surface faulting at SONGS 2 & 3. *

,

4
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CONCLUSION
J

Applicants submit that the adequacy of their

investigations of the SONGS region and the conservatism of
,

~ n/.

M 7 with .67g acceleration has been conclusivelyg

demonstrated. By this Response and their own Findings of

Fact and Conclusions of Law, Applicants have attempted to,

J
clear up any misunderstandings or confusions created by

Intervenors' Findings and to lay a foundation upon which this

Board may reach a favorabl'e decision on the
-

,

geology / seismology issues such that it may conclude that the |

issuance of a fuel load and full power testing license for

SONGS 2 & 3 will not be inimical to the common defense and
9

security or to the health and safety of the public.

Applicants' submit that the overwhelming weight of

the evidence presented to this Board on the geology /
O

seismology issues requires the Board to grant Applicants'

request, as set forth in the attached proposed Order, for

fuel load and full power operating licenses for SONGS 2 & 3.
O

-

k

,

.
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ORDER *

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of

) 1954, as amended and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations,

and based on the findings and conclusions set forth herein, that the

Director of Nuclear Reactot Regulation is authorized to issue to

Applicants Southern California Edison Company, San Diego Gas &

Electric Company, City of Anaheim, California and City of Riverside, |
|

California a license to authorize fuel load and full power operation

O for Units 2 and 3 of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, for a

term of not more than forty (40) years, at power levels not

exceeding 1181 MWe net of electrical power per Unit.

3 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, in accordance with Section 2.760,

2.762, 2.764, 2.785 and 2.786 of the Commission's Rules of Practice,
I

that this Initial Decision shall be effective within thirty (30)
'

) days from the date this Initial Decision is transmitted to the

Commission and shall constitute the final action of the Commission

subject to any review thereof pursuant to the above cited rules.

D
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

James L. Kelly, Esq., Chairman

' Dr. Cadet Hand, Jr.

)
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Johnson

'

Dated at
this day of 1981,

) This proposed Order supersedes Applicants' proposed order*

contained in its Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law of
September 3, 1981.

)
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